
Product Information
Aeroklas Drawers are lightweight yet strong thanks to their galvanised steel chassis that’s finished with glass-filled 
polypropylene top panels and wing kits. 

Meanwhile, Aeroklas Drawers utilise a fully sealed runner system to make sure they work reliably and rattle-free time and 
time again – whether you’re on the job site, on the road or at camp.  

Each system’s top panels and drawer interiors are covered in hard-wearing marine carpet too, which is met by a protective 
aluminium top edge for added durability. Below that are heavy-duty stainless steel latches with slam-shut functionality, which 
are integrated into a rugged black powder-coated fascia.

Boasting a light construction, reliable functionality and a range of dual cab vehicle applications, Aeroklas Drawers are a robust 
storage solution for your 4x4.
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Technical specificationsFeatures

Configuration Two-drawer unit with vehicle-specific 
wing kits and fixed top

Chassis construction Galvanised steel chassis

Top and wing 
construction

Glass-filled polypropylene 
(11mm thick)

Drawer runner 
system Built-in roller bearings (fully sealed)

Dimensions Length:1400mm  
Height: 270mm

Load ratings Top 100kg and 45kg each drawer

Latches Key-lockable, heavy-duty slam-shut 
stainless steel levers

Finish Polyester carpet top and wings, lined 
with high-quality carpet

Gross weight 100kg

Warranty 12 months

Light yet strong 
construction

Galvanised steel chassis delivers 
uncompromised strength, while 
glass-reinforced 11mm-thick 
polypropylene top panels and wing 
kits are light and durable. The 
drawer tops are load-rated at 100kg, 
while each drawer can hold 45kg.

Durable design

Top panel and drawer interiors are 
lined with moisture-resistant carpet; 
durable stainless steel latches and 
black powder coat drawer fascias; 
sealed rattle-free runner bearings.

Simple storage Twin system with vehicle-specific 
wing kits and fixed top panels. 

Made for your 4x4 Fitting kits made specifically for the 
new Mazda BT-50.

Backed by Aeroklas

Aeroklas products are tested and 
built to last, and each set of Aeroklas 
Drawers are backed by a 12-month 
warranty.
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